SLOWING MARKET CLIMB
R E PO RT
3RD QUARTER - 2021

The U.S. economy
pulled back in the third
quarter after growing
more than 6% in the
first half of 2021. Still,
markets forged ahead
before experiencing
a mid-September
correction. Will they
continue to rise in
Q4 — or will eroding
consumer confidence
dampen performance?

Despite hitting record highs well into August, markets were subdued
throughout the third quarter, especially in comparison to the heady
optimism experienced in the first half of 2021. Rising coronavirus
cases and stalling vaccinations increased concerns about new
restrictions and delayed reopening. Inflation began to surge as
demand outstripped supply, leading many consumers to tighten up
on their spending. Markets began to get nervous — and the anxiety
increased after Congress introduced a new $3.5 trillion spending bill.
September is historically a less-than-stellar month for markets,
and this September proved to be no exception. After climbing to
new highs at the end of August, markets slid slowly downward.
They dropped sharply on Sept. 20, following the announcement
from Chinese real estate development firm Evergrande regarding a
potential default on interest payments and debt. The news sparked
the first correction of more than 5% in 2021.1
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There is good news: Schools have reopened, coronavirus cases
seem to be slowing in the U.S. and gross domestic product (GDP) is
up more than 6% year-to-date. 2 Still, markets remain sluggish as we
enter the final quarter of 2021.

A LOOK AHEAD
With consumer confidence low and inflation high, market
performance in the fourth quarter remains uncertain. Investors have
more questions than answers, especially regarding the supply chain
and whether Congress will pass new spending bills. The Federal
Reserve has signaled it will likely begin tapering its bond-buying
program as early as November, but how quickly the taper will take
place and what it might look like have yet to be determined. 3
Questions still linger regarding our future with COVID-19, as well.
Workers, companies and states have already brought lawsuits
challenging proposed vaccine mandates,4 while some companies
have delayed plans to bring workers back to the office well into 2022. 5
As a result, reopening has slowed as businesses and governments
figure out how to navigate in a post-pandemic world.
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As we look ahead, it’s good to look back and celebrate the progress
we’ve made. The markets have experienced an overwhelmingly
positive run since their dramatic drop in March 2020. Vaccines are
being distributed globally, coronavirus cases appear to be slowing
and schools have reopened.
We also rocketed back to new records in the markets much more
quickly than anticipated. While this growth has been welcomed,
many investors seem to be overexposed to equities — and vulnerable
to a potential correction.
Now is a crucial time to sit down with your financial professional and
rebalance your portfolio to realign with your goals. Remember the
old saying: “The time to fix the roof is when it’s not raining.” It’s not
raining right now — but it could be soon. Appropriate positioning,
solid allocation and staying focused on your goals can help you
protect against a potential correction in the coming months.
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